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Abstract 

In computed tomography (CT) scattered radiation leads to reduced contrast, serious unsharpness, distortion of the grey values 
and streak artifacts in the reconstructed volume. Especially for cone beam CT using a digital detector array these effects 
become more visible than in fan beam CT using a highly collimated linear detector array. Meanwhile, there exist several 
approaches to compute scattered radiation reduced projection images taking a certain scatter model into account. In this study a 
closer look at some of these approaches will be given exemplarily. The capabilities of such scattered radiation reduction 
methods will be presented in general and the advantages as well as disadvantages of the different approaches will be evaluated. 
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1  Introduction 

X-ray radiation will be scattered when interacting with matter. The so-called Compton effect is predominant in the energy 
range between 100 keV and 1 MeV. The X-rays hit a quasi-free electron of the object material, whereby the electron is taking 
over some energy of the X-ray photon. The photon itself will be scattered having reduced energy. 

The worst case scenario is that the scattered radiation will also reach the X-ray detector inducing an incorrect intensity signal. 
Despite the potential improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio, the scattered signal does not include useful image information 
and the desired signal is also affected. This leads to reduced contrast and unsharpness in the projections as well as a disturbing 
of the grey values in the volume after reconstruction. The scatter probability increases with increasing X-ray energy [1]. In 
addition, the following items have primary effects regarding the intensity of the scattered radiation: 

o Object-detector-distance (ODD): the shorter distance the more scatter 

o X-ray beam collimation: more collimation leads to less scatter 

o Pre-filtering: depending on material thickness the more filtering the less scatter  

o Inspection object: material, shape, orientation all have contributing effects 

o Projection height: the further away (from floor, turntable, etc.) the less scatter 

Inside the volume for computed tomography (CT), scattered radiation leads to artifacts similar to beam hardening. One effect 
is the so-called cupping artifact which is especially noticeable when inspecting homogenous materials, i.e. where constant grey 
values are expected. Additional artifacts may arise that appear as lines connecting the object edges [2]. Figure 1 shows a 
simulation example [3] to visualize these influences. The simulated projection image (a) contains scattered radiation 
information as well (b). After reconstruction, these blurred information lead to background artifacts, reduced contrast and 
sharpness of the edges (c). For comparison Figure 1 (d) shows the reconstruction without scatter influences (but including 
beam hardening artifacts). 

Alternatively, in high-scatter applications it is first recommended to use fan beam CT with a highly collimated linear detector 
array (LDA) to cope with the high amount of scatter artifacts known from cone beam CT using digital detector arrays (DDA). 
In general, an LDA provides projections with lower influences due to scattered radiation, which can be reconstructed to a 
single slice of the volume. The LDA is more sensitive for high energies. This is one reason for the robustness against scattered 
radiation with longer wavelengths. Hence, high energies which are not absorbed or scattered by the material make a major 
contribution to the detected dose.  

In this study, the influence of scattered radiation on CT will be discussed. Different acquisition settings (section 2) will be 
presented to gain various scatter influences. In section 3 four methods will be introduced as examples for scattered radiation 
reduction (SRR). Finally, in section 4 some SRR-results will be shown and the general pros and cons of such different 
approaches will be evaluated.  
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           (a) (b)      (c) (d) 

Figure 1: Simulated [3] example for the influence of scattered radiation on the projection images of a CT-scan and reconstructed CT-
volumes: (a) projection image, (b) scatter part of the projection image, (c) reconstructed slice of a simulated CT-scan with scatter influence 

and (d) without scatter. The scattered radiation leads to background artifacts, reduced contrast and sharpness of the edges. 

2  Material 

CT-projections of five different test objects were acquired with an YXLON CT.Modular equipped with a 450 kV mini focus 
tube and a Perkin Elmer detector XRD 1621 [4] (two turbine blades were scanned together). Besides the material, the other 
influencing factors concerning scattered radiation mentioned above were also varied with the exception of the projection 
height, which was kept constant for all measurements. The object was positioned as close as possible to the detector during the 
acquisition of the projections and applied a high X-ray voltage with different pre-filters. In Table 1 are listed the primary 
relevant parameters for scattered radiation. 

Data set 5-Hole-Wedge Turbine Blades Electronics Turbine Vane 

Material Aluminum Inconel 
Plastics, Metal, 
Water 

Inconel 

Voltage [ kV] 220 450 250 450 

ODD [mm] 480 381 381 381 

FDD [mm] 2000 1500 1500 1500 

Pre-filter [mm] 0.0 2.0 (Cu) 2.0 (Cu) 2.0 (Cu) 

Table 1: Primary relevant parameters regarding scattered radiation for the five test objects used in this study. 

The applied methods for scattered radiation reduction (SRR) have different pre-requisites in terms of image acquisition process 
and correction algorithm parameters. The following descriptions show this for each method. 

3  Methods 

In the following, four different approaches for SRR will be introduced briefly. Here, the effort for the SRR-realization in 
particular and the acquisition strategy in general will be in focus. For detailed information about the algorithms behind the 
reduction methods, corresponding publications and / or contacts will be given. 

3.1 Software-based (SOF) 
Only one of the regarded methods in this study is applicable without further hardware efforts. The approach was proposed by 
Varian in different publications [5,6]. Looking at the inspection process, this method only requires the projection images as 
well as the data acquisition parameters. 

The method is an extension of the super position of scatter kernels (SKS) [6]. The SKS deconvolves all projection images with 
a kernel. As an improvement of the SKS method, Varian suggests to use asymmetric scatter kernels. This approach takes 
different material thicknesses into consideration.  

The kernel is determined using a pencil-beam point-spread-function. Kernels can be generated empirically or through Monte-
Carlo simulation. The method used in this study is based on simulated kernels. Since this is computationally expensive, it has 
to be executed offline. For each change of the geometry, CT-parameter or object information setting a new long-term offline-
simulation is necessary. The most common settings might be prepared in advance and then used as a look-up table. 
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The offline simulation produces a correction parameter file. Each projection image is then deconvolved using the 
parameterized scatter kernel. The parameter file is unique to the given data acquisition situation, i.e. for this geometry, X-ray 
source energy and object material. Varian offers this solution in their CST software package. Although this study focused on 
the scatter radiation caused by the test object, the software supports as well scattered radiation correction within the detector. In 
the following this method is referred to as SOF. 

3.2 Beam-stop-array (BSA) 

Siemens Healthcare offers an SRR-solution as part of their CERA software package [7]. This method requires an additional 
step in which the CT-scan is repeated with a beam stop array (BSA, see Figure 2 (a)) or beam hole array (BHA). In both cases, 
the concept is that parts of the array are transparent and other parts are opaque to the X-ray photons. For this study, a BSA was 
used made out of acrylic glass with 20 mm thick tungsten cylinder inserts at equidistant positions. The BHA is build up in a 
complementary fashion using an opaque material with transparent inserts. 

When taking the additional CT-scan with BSA (see Figure 2 (b)), all data acquisition parameters need to be unchanged, only 
the number acquired projection images might be reduced. The acquisition is then repeated but with the BSA placed between X-
ray source and object. Ideally, the projection image should not show any dose at the parts that were covered with opaque parts 
of the BSA. However, since scattered radiation is present, there is noticeable dose. The method uses this information to 
estimate parameters which define the influence of scattered radiation in the current scan setup. Using these scatter parameters, 
a correction on the original CT-scan can be applied.  

This model-based approach makes it robust towards changes in the BSA projection and hence the positioning of the BSA. This 
differs from similar methods that follow an interpolative approach to scattered radiation. These are usually unable to estimate 
scatter radiation changes smaller than the BSA pitch. The estimated scatter parameters can be reused for similar objects. In the 
following this method is referred to as BSA. 

   
 (a)  (b)    (c) 

Figure 2: Setup for the BSA-SSR: (a) BSA used in this study made out of acrylic glass and 20 mm thick tungsten cylinder inserts, (b) 
exemplary projection images with a BSA between the X-ray tube and the object of interest and (c) for the same setup without the BSA. 

Based on the two CT-scans scatter parameters are estimated and used for further SRR. 

3.3 Modulated signal (MOD) 

The scattered radiation influence is measured using a so-called modulator with an equidistantly spaced pattern, which is placed 
in the beam path in-between X-ray tube and detector coding the signal spatially. This approach has been developed at Siemens 
AG and was introduced in [8,9]. Figure 3 (a) shows the assembly of the modulator with its fixture. 

In [8] two possibilities are described to perform a SRR using the modulator: 

 One CT-acquisition without and two acquisitions with modulator; shifted for one pattern element to each other.  One CT-acquisition while moving the modulator continuously. 

For simplification in this study only the first non-dynamic possibility was regarded. Nevertheless the second possibility might 
be the preferred solution if scan time becomes important. Figure 3 (b) and (c) show two projections with and without pattern 
exemplarily. 

Ideally, the pattern shift should be as accurate as possible. This was verified by summing up two projections without object in-
between the X-ray beam. One pattern element of the here used modulator plate had a length of 1 mm and the dimension in total 
of the modulator is 100 mm by 100 mm. The thickness of the pattern elements had been designed for up to 225 kV. However, 
in this study it was used up to 450 kV, i.e. the modulator was used at its limits having only low amplitude modulation. 

The following parameters of this approach have to be defined manually: 

 Size of an additional smoothing filter   Scatter contribution (from inside the detector and from outer environment without object)  Two thresholds controlling the scatter subtraction from lower signals.  
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For the case of the continuously moving modulator the actual position of the pattern during acquisition of the projection has to 
be determined additionally. In the following this method is referred to as MOD. 

    
  (a)     (b) (c) 

Figure 3: Setup for the MOD-SRR: (a) Modulator plate with its fixture, (b) projection image with the modulator plate between the X-ray tube 
and the object and (c) without the modulator plate. 

3.4 Line collimated (COL) 

The Fraunhofer EZRT provides another SRR method based on an additional acquisition of one projection using a slit 
collimator mounted directly in front of the X-ray tube. The results are strongly related to the kind of slit collimation used, i.e. 
the correction result is limited by the visible section of the part. The method will fail if the hidden part of the object differs too 
much from the visible section, for example due to variation of materials. Therefore, the position of the slit has to be chosen 
very carefully. 

A scatter model has to be computed one time for one setting (e.g. X-ray parameters, geometry and exposure time) and can be 
reused for similar objects. The calculation time of the correction data using a slit projection of size 2000 × 2000 pixels is below 
1 second on a current standard PC. Figure 4 (a) shows exemplarily a slit projection image and a projection image of the object 
to be inspected without collimator (Figure 4 (b)). In the following this method is referred to as COL. 

 

  
 (a)     (b) 

Figure 4: Setup for the COL-SSR method: (a) projection image with slice collimator in front of the X-ray tube and (b) projection image of 
the object to be inspected without slice collimator. Only the information visible in the collimated slice can be involved into the SRR (in this 

example the electrical parts below the slit would not be involved).  

4  Results 
In this study four methods for the reduction of scatter in CT projections have been evaluated to show exemplarily the potential 
of these techniques. Scattered radiation influences the resulting image quality in various ways, and this information can be 
used to define certain quality measures for comparing the methods objectively. In the following the effects on an automatic 
surface determination [10] will be shown as white overlaying lines in the images. This eases a visual comparison of the 
resulting image qualities. Furthermore, the advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches in general will be 
discussed.  

4.1 Image Quality 
The COL-approach results in very good image quality. The drawback for this SRR-strategy lies in the limited field of view for 
the slit collimation. Only the object or material information visible in the slit section can be used for a further scatter reduction. 
Especially for multi-material objects this approach can reach its limits (see Figure 5 (d) row 4).  

The SOF-approach shows good results for known and low up to medium absorbing object material (e.g. see Figure 5 (c) row 
1). For different unknown variations of Inconel, the image quality enhancements were limited (Figure 5 (c) row 2, 3 and 5).  
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The image quality using the BSA- as well as MOD-approach resulted in good image quality enhancements as well. The MOD-
approach shows the most convincing results for the electronics part (Figure 5 (e) row 4) with clearly reduced streak artifacts 
compared to the other methods. The over-correction shown in Figure 5 (e) row 2 as a hole in the determined outer surface 
might be caused by the thickness of the used modulator plate. As mentioned before in this study the used plate was designed 
for the usage of up to 225 kV. The results with the over-correction were acquired at 450 kV. The assumption is that the 
amplitude of the signal was too low. 

     

     

     

     

     
  (a) ORI  (b) BSA  (c) SOF  (d) COL (e) MOD 

Figure 5: ROI’s of the reconstructed test data sets (from top to bottom): 5-hole-wedges, turbine blade 1, turbine blade 2, electronics, and 
vane. For the one-material objects the result of an automatic surface determination [10] is overlaid in white. Without SRR these surfaces 

clearly show deviations from the expected object surface. After the usage of SRR-methods different results of an enhanced surface quality 
are gained. For the multi-material electronic part (row 4) a varying reduction of the star-shaped artifacts between the object parts is reached. 

4.2 Number of Projections 
The SOF is the only approach working directly on the original CT-scan. Hence, no additional CT-acquisition is needed with 
this approach. In contrast, for COL and BSA a repetition of the CT-scan with the same geometry and parameter setting is 
needed. However, both approaches support slight variations in object position and number of projections. Hence, it could be 
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possible, to perform one single quick-time scan for a special kind of object. After computing the corresponding SRR-
parameters these information can be used for following scans with similar object and same CT-settings. 

The MOD can be used in two different settings. By repeating the initial CT-scan two times with a shifted modulator position 
by the size of one element of the pattern an SRR becomes possible. To avoid the need of three CT-scans the modulator can 
also be moved during the scan from one side to the other (in relation to the detector).  

4.3 Hardware Effort 
For the SOF indeed no additional hardware is needed to use the SRR. For the three other methods varying hardware changes 
are necessary. For the BSA an additional construction as BSA-holder is needed between the X-ray source and the object at a 
position which has to be constant during the CT-scan. The same is needed for the MOD-approach including an additional 
motorization for the optional modulator movement during the CT-scan. Furthermore, the thickness of the modulator plate has 
to be defined according to the used voltage to avoid too low modulations of the signal. Both additional hardware need to be 
placed so that they are ideally projected over the complete detector image. Hence, the position might be changed depending on 
the used FDD.  

For the COL-approach an additional slice collimator in front of the X-ray tube is needed. Ideally, this collimator should be 
motorized and the position changeable during X-ray projecting the object of interest. Then, the ideal slice of the object can be 
found much easier, than by manipulation by hand.  

All additional hardware is placed between the source and object, limiting higher magnifications of the part. In practice, this is 
probably not too relevant as scatter radiation is less pronounced when the ODD increases. 

5  Conclusion 
Here, four different SRR-methods have been analyzed. The main arguments for and against each approach have been 
discussed, the resulting image quality enhancement, the additional effort of projection images, as well as the introduction of 
additional hardware into the CT-system. Each method shows its own advantages and disadvantages. 

In conclusion the problem of scattered radiation influencing a CT-acquisition can be solved or even be reduced with today 
known approaches. However, it is important to know the source of visible image artifacts, since beam hardening and scattered 
radiation result in similar image artifacts. 
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